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EDITOR’S RANT
I like to think I am pretty normal amongst Aussies in finding
the ‘nanny state’ mentality both socially restrictive and guilty
of treating us all like idiots.

money from hapless passers-by, the show completely failed to
even enter the realm of the real question as to why problem
gamblers develop their addiction.

It seems to me that the dynamic of the two opposing
mentalities – wrap everyone in cotton wool, versus personal
accountability and natural selection in the gene pool – is
made worse by the extremism that has been bred into media
in the fight for the consumers’
attentions.

Today’s political correctness and sensitivities recognise that
gambling is an addiction. It joins a growing list no longer
dominated by alcohol or even drugs, but adorned with less
obvious categories such as gambling and even sex.
Ka Ching! featured the troubling story
of Victorian minister Carolyn Hirsh
becoming a problem gambler after
finding her daughter hanging dead (by
suicide). The transition from this place
of grief to gambling addict came swiftly,
and yet the consequence was blamed on
the insidious poker machine with no hint
of irony.

And like many other Aussies, I
tire of the one-sided scandalism
that passes for journalism in a lot
of sectors. Spoiled for choice, the
befuddled consumer is asked to
choose from a string of supposed
catastrophes. But summarising a
story’s essence in an inflammatory
headline does not preclude
presenting the entire story.

Thankfully Hirsh went on to overcome
her addiction. Could it really be a
coincidence she also came to overcome
her grief? Only the most narrow-minded
person would fail to see the correlation.

All this we know. There is no
shortage of sage commentary
bemoaning the prevalence of poor commentary.
What seems to be overlooked though, is that often when
scandal-hungry media takes a swing at a soft target, such as
the evil and self-interested hotel industry, the real cause of
problems is overlooked.

So while national papers continue to flaunt holocaust
headlines and even the supposedly un-kinkable ABC jumps
so willingly into the sphere of entertainment through
victimisation, what chance do the people with real problems
have?

Such was the case with the high-profile, much anticipated “Ka
Ching! Pokie Nation” shock-doco on the national broadcaster
in late October.
Previews painted a picture of “secrets revealed” and insight
into a perverse underground empire. Poker machine
companies are reputedly capable of building features into their
games that brainwash and addict players.
For much of the show, I was awaiting the arrival of a Yogi or
snake charmer to confront the evil forces. I began fearing how
much these machines were taking over my mind as I watched
them on TV.
But while the ABC was busy beguiling us with semi-plausible
nonsense about the machine’s power to hypnotise and extract
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NEWS
HOSPITAL DATA ‘PROVES’
LOCKOUT RESTRICTIONS
FAILURE
New research from St Vincent’s Hospital clearly shows how
ineffective Sydney’s “lockout” restrictions are, but advocates
continue to avoid the truth.
Despite self-vindicating media emerging that the research
“proves” the trade restrictions – often incorrectly generalised as
the ‘lockout laws’ – have worked to fix violence on the streets,
the study in fact shows lockouts have done little or nothing.
St Vincent’s Hospital, the major trauma and teaching hospital
in the Sydney CBD Entertainment Precinct, studied data
from its Emergency Department Information System (EDIS).
Importantly, data used was on ED incidents related to alcohol
use – defined as: serious assault, vehicular and pedestrian
injuries, and falls from height.
Analysis of the data shows some other hidden points of
significance:
1.

2.

3.

The average drop in ED admissions across the entire
week is 24.4 per cent. The average drop during ‘High
Alcohol Time’ (HAT) of 6pm Friday to 6am Sunday is
24.3 per cent
The time-frame where the 1:30 lockout should be most
effective – between 1am and 3am – the average drop
in admissions is 28 per cent
The time-frame immediately prior to the lockouts –
9pm to 1am – saw an average increase in admissions
of 25 per cent

But perhaps most importantly, a 24-25 per cent reduction
during HAT, in light of the catastrophic reduction of up to 85
per cent in patronage being reported, is more relevant as proof
of a failed policy.
In the meantime, in Sydney, the entertainment precinct
designed to be the 24-hour destination for late-night revellers
and international visitors, is dead, and rapidly becoming
another gentrified city fringe, with no discernible replacement
on offer.

CUB LAUNCHES ‘PUB
PLANE’ TO CHAMPION
DRAUGHT AND PUBS
Carlton & United Breweries is championing the pub with a
national pub tour for lucky patrons, aboard a custom jet. The
Carlton Draught Pub Plane launched in a high-profile event
in Melbourne, taking guests on an exclusive flight, providing
Carlton’s Brewery Fresh draught beer, celebrities, and the “best
chicken parmigiana” in town.
The “ultimate Aussie Pub Tour” will take place over seven days
in March 2016, starting in Melbourne, visiting Adelaide, Perth,
the Gold Coast and Sydney, visiting iconic Australian pubs.
It will chauffeur sporting legends and more than 150 winners
of a national competition – now underway – for patrons that
purchase two Carlton Draughts in a pub.
Carlton Draught is still our top-selling draught beer, and says
the big-budget promotion is “to celebrate a recent uptrend in
pub patronage” across the country.
“The Carlton Draught team passionately believe that the pub
plays an important role in Australian culture, and this pub tour
is our way of celebrating the very best of pubs,” said CUB’s
head of classic brands, Richard Scott.

DE-ANGELIS IN LIVERPOOL
DEVELOPMENT ROW
De Angelis Hotel Investments (DHI) recently submitted its
second Development Application for the Fontainebleau Motor
Inn site, after a petition by locals based on the hotel’s proximity
to Casula Public School shut down the original application.
The critics’ arguments have focused on the proposed hotel’s
‘detrimental influence’ on the children, at school 350 metres
away, most of this down the six-lane Hume Highway. But
also cited is the existing motel’s “value to the community” as
crisis accommodation. The tacit involvement of hundreds
of children’s ‘signatures’ has garnered support from scandalhungry media and politicians eager to score points.
Despite the proposal’s family-friendly focus and DHI’s attempts
to show it will improve facilities for locals, and the impressive
make-over it has undertaken at Burwood’s Bath Arms, the selfappointed Casula Community Group for Responsible Planning
shows no signs of letting it go.
The original plan would have reduced rooms from 32 to
20, but as per Council’s request, the revised DA has no
accommodation. It will also close at midnight, and have no
take-away liquor.
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NEWS
WAUGH’S PHMG SECURES IRIS OFFLOADS TOP
GAMING PUB &
ANOTHER EAST-SYDNEY
DEVELOPMENT
PUB ICON
Mitchell Waugh’s newly-formed Public House Management
Group (PHMG) has bought the first pub sold by the Ryan
Family since 1992.
Purchased by John and Sally Ryan in 2011 for around $15
million, the famous Woollahra Hotel – home of one of the
original gastro pub concepts, Damien Pignolet’s Bistro Moncur
– sold for around $32 million through Ray White Hotels.
PHMG formed in May of this year, and has already acquired
Paddington’s Royal Hotel for $15 million, Mosman’s Buena
Vista for $16 million, and one of inner-Sydney’s oldest pubs,
the Forbes Hotel. It also assumed operations of the Waugh
Group’s newly-renovated The Collaroy.
“PHMG sees the Woollahra Hotel as one of the iconic gastro
pubs in Sydney. We are extremely excited about acquiring
such a famous and well-positioned venue,” Mitchell Waugh
told PubTIC.
“We intend to respect the heritage and legacy of Bistro
Moncur, and will try to carry on the proud tradition and
reputation that has been forged by the restaurant.
“We are excited about being able to influence the dining
operations in the Woollahra Bar and the Terrace, as we are
seeking to enhance an already very well run business. The
Woollahra Hotel, with its gastronomic and iconic reputation,
was always a hotel that PHMG had aspirations of acquiring.”
Although no further acquisition pipelines have been revealed,
PHMG’s path to portfolio to date suggests further purchases
are imminent.

Iris Group has executed one of the biggest gaming pub sales
of the year with the Oxford Hotel. The Drummoyne landmark
and adjacent retail property sold for around $34 million, as the
market continues to sizzle.
Speaking to PubTIC, Iris CEO Sam Arnaout said conditions
were right.
“We are continually assessing market conditions, and identified
a quality asset such as the Oxford would generate a premium
in this climate.”
Iris undertook a circa $4 million makeover of the prominent
corner site, adding an impressive beer garden, and
underground parking. The combined 974 m² site also boasts
height development potential that could allow for a rooftop
bar with city views.
With 30 EGMs in a renovated layout, the hotel has climbed 30
places to be inside the OLGR top 100.
The sale was negotiated by CBRE Hotels’ national director
Daniel Dragicevich, and JLL Hotels’ national director John
Musca.
The buyers were private owners Michael Wiggins and
Joanne Cassar, who simultaneously divested their innerSydney cornerstone, the Royal Exhibition, for $19 million,
following a high-profile campaign that reportedly generated
“extraordinary” interest.

LAUNDY SYNDICATE BUYS
LONG JETTY PUB
Over three rounds of “hotly contested” negotiation between
several parties, a syndicate comprising Arthur Laundy, Sean
O’Hara and Lee Green has bought the Long Jetty Hotel for an
undisclosed amount.
Agents Manenti Quinlan and Knight Frank report interest
from hoteliers in Sydney and Newcastle, as well as developers
attracted to the potential of the 2,491 square metre lot.
The Central Coast region, which is the third largest in New
South Wales, has been experiencing sustained growth, and
Long Jetty itself is being “transformed” with the opening of
modern sidewalk cafes and fashion outlets.
Vendors, the MacDougal family, have operated a number of
successful high-profile hotels throughout New South Wales,
including the Dam Hotel, around 15 kilometres away, in
Wyong.
The syndicate of Laundy, O’Hara and Green already operate
pubs at Bateau Bay and South Dubbo. Arthur Laundy is a
strong supporter of regional operations, with pubs also in
Wagga Wagga and Orange. He describes regional hotels as
“real value” amid the tight yields being seen in cities.
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your music
made powerful
For me it’s all about simplicity and speed. Nightlife’s app makes
it quick and easy to change the music from anywhere in the
hotel without ducking off to the back room or a computer
in a cupboard. As soon as there’s a shift in the crowd I can
adapt the playlists to suit the atmosphere instantly.
It’s really enhanced the way I manage the venue and keeps
me on the floor interacting with our customers.
Alex Goold - General Manager
Woollahra Hotel

nightlife.com.au
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OCTOBER NEWS
BIG PUB BUSINESS
The largest shareholder of the ASX-listed ALE real estate
investment trust (REIT) – the largest landlord to Australian
Leisure & Hospitality (ALH), consisting entirely of a $900
million portfolio of properties exclusively rented to ALH –
failed in its takeover bid in October.
Already owning 25.84 per cent of ALE, Sydney-based
Caledonian (Private) Investments offered $3.95 per stapled
security for all remaining shares, amounting to a premium of
nine per cent on the day’s closing price, and a valuation on
the balance of shares of $773.4 million.
The news saw the share price premium almost immediately
absorbed at opening of trade on Thursday, as ALE’s managing
director Andrew Wilkinson issued a resounding ‘no thanks’.
_________________________________
The Moelis & Co and hotelier Nelson Meers partnership
disclosed a play at the prized Redcape Hotel Group (RHG)
portfolio. Purchased in a fire-sale situation by New York
hedge funds Goldman Sachs, York Capital and Värde Partners
following the GFC, Redcape operates more than two-dozen
pubs, mostly in NSW.
Significantly for Moelis-Meers, which has recently purchased
top gaming pubs Rockdale’s Grand Hotel and Campsie’s Oasis
on Beamish for $65 million, RHG holds number one and five
pubs on NSW OLGR’s list of gaming venues.
Moelis-Meers has reportedly been speaking with potential
investors to the acquisition, to which they will contribute
around 50 per cent. The opportunity represents a yield of
around 13 per cent to a hungry investment sector seeking
opportunities amid flat international trading.

The classic two-storey pub, with full frontal balcony, was built
in the 1880s around the time of the city’s tram network, and is
just a kilometre from the Adelaide CBD.
Speaking to PubTIC, a representative of Ferrier Hodgson could
not yet detail why the popular watering hole had run into
strife, but confirmed it will go on the market soon, possibly
following a minor touch-up.
“It’s an asset that will be sold and it’s an opportunity for a new
operator to take care of a slice of history.”

PUB ‘KING’ BUYS
PADDINGTON ‘HOTEL’
The heritage-façade Windsor Castle Hotel – now a prized
Eastern Suburbs residence – has been sold to prominent
hotelier Ben May.
Speaking exclusively with PubTIC, May said being both a
castle and a hotel, it must qualify him as the “King of Pubs”.
“It was the only way to dethrone Hemmes from the title,”
quipped May, who operates the Manly Wharf Hotel and
Double Bay’s Mrs Sippy.
The former hotel is now a four-storey home with five ensuite bedrooms, and a secluded courtyard. It boasts a five-car
basement garage, elevator, theatre, and rooftop terrace.
The price was reported at $13 million, but May said that was
“complete bullshit”. He and wife Lucy and four sons will move
in January.
“We were in fierce competition with the Waughs for the
place,” May said. “Until they realised it was no longer
operating as a pub.”

_________________________________
Funds manager Quadrant Private Equity gobbled up Urban
Purveyor Group (UPG) for a cool $200 million, with The
Australian reporting chief executive Tom Pash forecasting
rapid expansion: “I think we will double the company in the
next 24 months.”
UPG comprises 11 Bavarian Bier Cafes, Ananas Brasserie and
The Cut in The Rocks, Swine & Co, and four Sake restaurants.
2016 expansion plans apparently include a Sake instalment
in Melbourne, and spin-off Sake Junior in Sydney, and new
Italian brand, Stella, in both. Brisbane and Melbourne will also
get a Cut instalment
Pash says there could be 30 more Sakes and 50 more
Bavarian Bier Cafes.

HISTORIC PUB QUIETLY
GOES INTO RECEIVERSHIP
Receiver Ferrier Hodgson has been appointed to manage the
freehold going concern sale of Adelaide’s historic Maylands
Hotel on behalf of owner Ray Aoukar.
8 | October 2015 PubTIC
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Crafting a Beer List
Beers of the ‘crafted’ variety have come to exert a
disproportionate influence on the market in light of their
volumetric share.

Australia continues a stringently volume-defined
interpretation of what is a craft beer, while other countries,
such as the US, maintain a definition shaped predominantly by
artisan technique and ingredients. And yet we have come to
see our large brewers even deploy craft-tinted adaptations of
their mass-produced flagship brands.
Perhaps part of the reason small batch and craft breweries are
exerting so much influence is the gradual shift in the mind of
the consumer toward beer’s suitability as the meal beverage.
We enjoy a long history of wine selection to accompany
assorted dishes, and the rapidly expanding consciousness
of beer styles fits neatly into place as a replacement
complement.

Dove & Olive, Surry Hills

The Good Beer Group (GBG) prides itself on devotion to
the amber ale, and dispenses with pretences as to what
constitutes craft to instead focus on what patrons crave.
The Keg & Brew and Dove & Olive are close geographically
and by format, with dozens of taps and no preconceived
notions. The Group’s ‘Craft Beer Fight Club’ (CBFC) has
pitted many hop-nerds against each other, and the results
used as insight to the ever-changing market.
“There are so many amazing local brewers producing some
really great beers and we aim to reflect that in our beer
lists,” said operations manager Dan Ryan.
“CBFC helps give us an indication of what the public is
ready for. It also lets us sample the latest styles of beers our
brewers are experimenting with at the time. Many previous
winners are now regular faces on our rotating line up of
beers.”

People are looking to match beer with the meal. And to drink
different beers at different times.

The GBG recently acquired the DOG (Duke of Gloucester)
and is currently executing a makeover to bring it in line with
the rest of the pack, including no less than 58 taps.

Approaching summer and following the recent 2015
instalment of the Craft Beer Industry Association (CBIA)
Awards, PubTIC asked some large and small breweries what
they think goes into making a good list in today’s pub.

“With so many taps at our disposal we will be able to offer
the best of all worlds – from local to international craft
beers and ciders.

Legions of truly great
and interesting
The Australian Brewery houses a medium-scale operation
and its own canning line, as well as head brewer, international
beer judge and general ale guru, Neal Cameron.
Honest almost to a fault, he responded to our questions on
what should be on a beer list at a typical pub.
“If there are challenges as a beer critic, it’s keeping up with the
deluge of new beers and breweries. Long gone are the days
when a hypercritical judge struggles to find a goodly list to
10 | October 2015 PubTIC

“We will also be offering a wide range of what we call the
Golden Oldies; classics such as Reschs and Carlton. We are
beer nerds not beer snobs.”

MAJOR FEATURE
recommend; there are legions of truly great and interesting
beers out there.
“A recommended beer list needs a few things; a beer for
everybody and a beer for every occasion.
“Hahn Superdry. Yeah, yeah, so it’s not craft beer, is essentially
hop-free and is filtered and pasteurised to the devil. Take away
your preconceptions, and recognise this as a reliably wellmade Australian lager. All those silver medals can’t wrong;
judgements made by brewers, and made blind. Enough said.
“Australian Brewery: All-Star Session IPA. We’ll get the
nepotism out of the way early. An homage to Founders’ AllDay IPA. Particularly good for the ageing craft beer lover who’s
pacing his liver in the hope it survives one day longer than the
rest of him.
“Coopers: Best Extra Stout. If there’s an award for most
underappreciated Australian beer ever, it’s this one.
Astonishingly good; creamy, rich, coffee, peppery chocolate,
yet ridiculously easy to drink. The ultimate food experience:
grab a Coopers Stout, order some battered flathead and chips
and consume all rapidly with scant regard for etiquette or
dignity.
“James Squire: 4 Wives Pilsner. Making great craft beer on
monolithic scale is a challenge few have mastered. The pilsner
however is from Malt Shovel, for the most part, and is back
to its best. Likely designed as an entry level craft beer, but it
keeps the pilsner aficionados content.

“I have heard from many publicans ‘Oh, I already have a pale
ale on tap, so don’t need to look at another … ‘. But in fact
if you had nine pale ales and nine lagers on tap, the variety
through the pales would be light years ahead of what could
possibly be offered via the lagers.
“This is largely why the style is emerging so fast: people are
discovering variety and complexity in beer like they have
never seen before – and getting addicted to it.”

“Doctors Orders: Prescription 12. Once beers like this 7.5%ABV
black India pale ale were only purchased by socially awkward
beer Koothrappali’s needing the ABV hit to talk even to their
mothers. Nowadays it’s almost quotidian. Slightly brutal for
sure, but an iron fist in a soft velvet glove.”

Neal Cameron, Australian Brewery

More for the Every Day

With what would seem to be a new variant every mention, the
style known as ‘pale’ ales is emerging as the dominant force in
Australian beer development and appreciation.
One of the bigger medal-takers at the CBIA Awards, 4 Pines’
Jaron Mitchell says it is the style that is most misunderstood.
“The breadth inside pale ales – from ‘Australian’ to ‘American’
to ‘English’ to ‘Belgian’ to ‘Indian’ to (jumping right ahead)
‘Imperial Cascadian’ dark ale – is incredibly vast.

Questioned which 4 Pines beers would best suit a multidemographic pub, Mitchell evoked the mantras of introduction
and ‘sessionable’, offering their Kolsch and Pale.
“A Kölsch, in Germany, is a regional style brewed only in and
around the city of Cologne –ratified as a regional beverage like
Champagne or Port. The rest of the world simply drops the
umlat (the dots above the O) and calls it a Kolsch.
“It is very similar to a lager, and works as an easy gateway beer
for people experimenting with styles for the first time. Pubs
that have staff trained about what a Kolsch is absolutely use it
as their introductory beer away from big-branded lagers.
“Our Pale Ale, an American-style, uses hops from the US
Pacific north-west region, such as Citra, Amarillo, Cascade
October 2015 PubTIC | 11
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and Simcoe, typically displaying piney, grapefruit and citrus
aromas and flavours. We have retained all of those classic
characters, while ensuring it is one people can sit on for an
entire afternoon.”
Unknowingly echoing the pale philosophies, another CBIA
abettor, Modus Operandi, offered two pale ales from its
permanent list of 12 and the 24 brews created since opening
just last year, as its most suitable good-pub
beer menu items.
“For a balanced beer that everyone enjoys, you can’t go past
a pale ale,” responded MO’s Jaz Wearin. “We have two pales in
our core range.
“The Layback Aussie Pale blends hops and fresh mangos, for
an Australian-style pale bursting with flavour and big hop
aroma, while remaining easy-drinking and refreshing.
“The Modus Pale Ale, which recently won the CBIA’s
Champion Pale Ale, is our signature pale, with a rich golden
colour dry-hopped with Washington State’s favourite heavyhitting hop, Simcoe, bringing big aromatics of pine and citrus,
with a crisp finish.
“People trust pale ales, so they are always good sellers behind
the bar.”
Also offering up a pale, but also an on-season Golden ale, the
country’s best known female-operated brewer, Two Birds, puts
forward that all its beers are intended to complement food
and suit consumption whilst eating.
“The beers I’ve nominated are part of our core range, which
are all designed to have flavour and distinctive character, but
sit very much in the easy drinking/sessionable space,” said coowner Danielle Allen.
“They suit our Australian climate and our fresh way of eating,
which modern pubs have adopted.
“Our Golden Ale is our highest seller and has the broadest
appeal, due to its fresh Summery aroma and taste profile.

Motueka hops from New Zealand contribute melon and citrus
aromas, and Australian summer hops deliver spice and apricot
notes.
“The Bantam ‘Session’ India Pale Ale; an up-and-coming style,
packed with flavour and very sessionable. It shows tropical
and fruit salad notes, with a refined bitterness and lower
alcohol than a standard IPA that give it great drinkability.”
Another increasingly successful brewer, Young Henrys lauds
the “best and freshest expression” tap philosophy.
“The perfect beer list has a good variety across taps and
bottles/cans, but should always, in my opinion, be tapfocussed,” said co-founder Oscar McMahon. “For beers like
ours, the fresher the better; not just because they are unpasteurised and free from preservatives, but because quality
beer is made from barley, hops and live yeast cultures, making
it a live product that should always be enjoyed in its prime.”
McMahon says Young Henrys’ Real Ale was recently
crowned Australia’s Best Draught Beer, and is an Australian
interpretation of an English ‘Best Bitter’, offering smooth malt,
toffee aftertaste, and Tasmanian hop balance.
“Alternatively, our Newtowner is an Aussie Summer Ale, with
enough going on to know it’s made with love, but not so big it
scares away people newer to craft.”

The Beer Menu
The Australian Beer Company is a brewing partnership
between Coca-Cola Amatil (CCA) and Casella. Part of CCA’s
dedicated return to the Australian beer market, Aus Beer Co
has assembled a bespoke portfolio engineered to cover the
bases.
Number One on its beer list tips:
“You need one,” says marketing manager Sam Johnstone.
“There is nothing more annoying than wanting a beer and not
being able to find the list.”
12 | October 2015 PubTIC
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ABCo then has some advice on how to make it work.
“Help customers make a match. A quick one-liner with a
meal match is a great help to a customer who is not sure
and too shy to ask.
“Larger doesn’t always mean better. Keep the list short and
varied, and rotate with the seasons and menu.
“Be aware of the season. Just like food, there are better
beers for the seasons; stouts are great in the cooler
months, while Kolschs are great when it’s warmer.
“A good menu doesn’t have six risottos, so why have six
lagers?
“Look after the locals. Have a look around for some local
breweries. These guys will be willing to offer support with
tastings, brewer’s dinners and menu-matching, and may
even brew you something special.
“You don’t need to sacrifice flavour in light beer. There
are some great flavoured mid-strength beers, such as our
Yenda Red, for example.
“Offer a taste. This is a magic way to engage the customer,
and shows you care about them, which means better
satisfaction and repeat purchase.
“Work with your suppliers. Most offer staff education and
training, and even incentives.”
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The Hurley Legacy
One of the recognised trailblazers of the South Australian
hotel sector is the self-proclaimed ‘old-school’ operator of ten
venues around Adelaide, the Hurley Group.
Led by 2015 winner of the prestigious Enrst & Young
Entrepreneur of the Year Awards, Peter Hurley, and his wife,
the recently crowned Patron of the Mary Potter Foundation,
Jenny Hurley, the Group employs its influence and
infrastructure in a seemingly tireless pursuit of making money
to give to charities.
Peter has been President of the SA branch of the AHA since
1994, and also done two stints as National President during
that time. He is a life member of both. Peter has spent time

on the Boards of many hospitality industry bodies, and been
Director of the ABC and Adelaide Oval management.
Jenny and Peter met in 1978 and married a year later, moving
into Peter’s second pub – the Spencer Hotel at Whyalla. Jenny
ceased her work caring for people as a nurse, and began
instead to thrive in hospitality.
From a humble beginning, the couple began to build hotels
that embodied a welcoming, “homely” feel, says Jenny. A
long-term dream of Peters, a portfolio of city-located “country
pubs” emerged.
“We would buy a pub and Peter could never bear to sell it,”
recalls Jenny.
Meanwhile Jenny also raised their three children. After they
had all left school she found herself with time on her hands,
but didn’t really want to go back to work behind the bar(s).
A sad history of illness has shadowed the family. Jenny, the
youngest of four children, actually had a younger brother
that died aged two of Hodgkin Lymphoma¹, and cousin that
passed the same way at age 17. Peter’s sister was taken by
breast cancer, and Jenny’s sister almost taken by non-Hodgkin
Lymphoma.
It was whilst caring for her sister Jenny saw the run-down
state of the cancer ward at the Calvary Hospital. The Hurley
Group already sponsored a race at Strathalbyn Racecourse
for the Mary Potter Foundation², and had previously raised
$170,000 with former test cricketer Terry Jenner, in a major
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Profile
fundraiser for the Cancer Council. They determined to raise
money for the hospital.
The resulting Chip In for Calvary Golf Day at Grange Golf
Course has recently been through its fourth year, bringing
the total money raised to $380,000. Jenny has crafted her
influence to see former Adelaide Crows player Mark Ricciuto
on the committee, and involvement by former Tourism
Commission CEO Bill Spurr.
Discussion with the venerable Glenn Cooper saw a
collaboration between Adelaide’s three brewers as joint
sponsors – bringing lager appeal to all-comers.
Monies raised go to the Mary Potter Foundation, each year for
a specific goal. First was the St Helen’s Ward, next a makeover for the kitchen, last year a transformation of the garden,
and last month’s efforts will go toward replacing cabinets and
furniture.
Jenny introduced Neil, of the eponymous Neil Sachse
Foundation, to Raymond Spencer, chairman of the Economic
Development Board, who in turn introduced Neil to the
people at SAHMRI (South Australian Health & Medical Research
Institute). The Foundation’s Project Discovery now has access
to critical new SAHMRI technology for research in spinal cord
injury.
The Hurleys are also part of Impact100 – a program that sees
100 individuals donate $1,000 annually, to be granted to a
chosen small charity or community project.
The Hurley matriarch was recently invited to be Patron of
the Mary Potter Foundation, following the sad passing of the
previous title-holder, Lady Mary Downer.
In an intimate interview with the Adelaide Advertiser, Jenny
spoke openly of her past, and path to Patron.
“I don’t think anyone could replace Lady Mary, but I am very
honoured. I’m interested in improving hospice care facilities
and training for nurses in country hospitals. End of life care is
so different to recuperative care.”

U.G.L.Y. Hurley Group
bartenders
Carrying on the Group tradition, a bartender at one Hurley
hotel has been voted the most U.G.L.Y for 2015 – raising more
money for the Leukaemia Foundation than anyone else.
U.G.L.Y (Understanding, Generous, Likeable You) bartender of
the year Brad Gunn rounded up over $14,000 in an annual
competition that sees bartenders around the country raise
money in their venues, through unique and innovative events
and opportunities, from car washes to quiz nights.
Gunn told PubTIC it would not have been possible without the
support of the Hurley Group and patrons. Highlights included
general manager Brooke Collier’s vow to shave her head at
the $10,000 mark, and the special ‘Blue Tie’ dinner the hotel
hosted at the end of October.
“Raising the most money in South Australia has highlighted
the generosity of the people of Port Lincoln,” said Gunn. “The
figure we managed to raise would not have been possible
without the support of our locals, as well as our local business
owners.
Top bartender Gunn joined colleague Scott Millman of the
Torrens Arms, who raised $2,000, along with many other
South Australian bartenders, who together raised over
$300,000, toward the national U.G.L.Y effort, which brought in
a total of $1.8 million for the Leukaemia Foundation.
¹Hodgkin lymphoma is a cancer of the lymphatic system,
where the immune system’s lymphocytes mutate and multiply
uncontrollably into tumours. Non-Hodgkin lymphoma is also
a cancer affecting lymphocytes, but behaves differently and
responds to different treatment.
²The Mary Potter Foundation supports specialised palliative
and end of life care, unique support programs, education
and research for people with life-limiting illnesses and their
families.

Scott Millman & Brad Gunn
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The Gully … Queensland’s oldest pub
She may be one of the oldest in Australia, but she still knows
how to have fun. Words and pictures by Greg Smith.
As welcoming today as it was more than 150 years ago, the
Nindigully Pub is the oldest continuously licensed hotel in
the Sunshine State. It’s seen the days of the great cattle drives,
and the arrival and ultimate passing of the famous Cobb &
Co coach line that used to stop here. It’s been to the edge of
ruin, and has now been restored to its original charming old
self.
About 500 kilometres inland from Brisbane, encroaching on
Banjo Patterson country, the Nindigully Pub – The Gully, to
its mates – is still an integral part of the local community,
and a welcome oasis for a constant stream of tourists and
travelling nomads.

Shear’ll be right
Originally built as Nindigully Station’s shearers’ quarters in the
mid-1800s, it has been a continuously licensed watering hole
since 1864.
The original shearers’ accommodation is still available;
possibly a little more genteel than when it was when
occupied by those old ringers, but still very simple and
authentic.
In the bar area, there is a wonderful collection of artefacts
and memorabilia from the olden days, along with a great
collection of well-used hats, donated over the years by
drovers and local identities.
A qualified chef, manager Lynnette started working at The
Gully about 11 years ago.
“I used to live just down the road, but now we’re in the old
house next door to the pub.”
She went on to clarify ‘just down the track’ as referring to
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Talwood, about 70 km away. A decent round-trip to work
each day.
Lynne has been busy creating some pretty impressive local
menu icons, while her partner Guy takes care of the bar.
“The Road Train is our baby burger, it’s only two-and-a-half
kilos,” she advises.
“The Road Hog weighs in at five-and-a-half kilos. Only one
fella ever has actually been able to finish one … he was a big
boy.”
While the short-order menu is gaining its own fame, there
are a number of other items that attract the crowds to The
Gully. In May, there’s the ‘Ute Muster’, and in November, the
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‘Pig Races’. Naturally, country music concerts are an
integral part of these cultural happenings.
Of course, in the outback most events of this kind are
designed to raise funds for charity. In these instances
it’s the Royal Flying Doctor Service (RFDS).
In September, they have the area’s ‘Camp Draft’ – a
sort of rodeo, for those new to the bush. New Years’
Eve has always been a big party at The Gully too, with
live music and fireworks
And the best thing is, you can park your caravan by
the river for free, or roll out your swag on the veranda
for a gold coin donation to the RFDS, and never worry
about driving home.

Beer garden

Carpark
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